nakedness of his father" (wyba twr[ aryw) and tells his brothers outside (v. 22).
Shem and Japheth take a garment and enter the tent backwards. With eyes averted, they cover their father (v. 
23). When Noah awakens, he realizes what
Ham had "done to him" (wl h` [, v. 29) . He then blesses Shem and Japheth, but curses Ham's youngest son, Canaan (vv. 25-27).
Exegetes since antiquity have identified Ham's deed as either voyeurism, castration, or paternal incest. This last explanation seems to be enjoying a revival of popularity in some recent scholarship. This article will argue for a fourth possible explanation of Ham's deed: maternal incest, which simultaneously explains the gravity of Ham's offense and the rationale for the cursing of Canaan, who is the fruit of the illicit union. The full case for this view has never been adequately presented, and it is particularly apropos to do so now, given the increasing interest in the theory of paternal incest. 3 In what follows we will first review the traditional explanations for Ham's offense, identifying their weaknesses. Then, building on the work of other narrative critics, we will demonstrate the exegetical basis and explanatory power of the theory of maternal incest. 4 In particular, we will show that the arguments for the currently popular interpretation of Ham's deed as paternal incest are more suited to support maternal incest.
I. The Traditional Views

Voyeurism
The view that Ham's offense was voyeurism-that he did nothing more than behold his naked father-has enjoyed widespread support both in antiqJournal of Biblical Literature 26 3 F. W. Bassett first proposed the maternal-incest interpretation in a brief (five-page) article, without, unfortunately, marshaling all the arguments in favor of it ("Noah's Nakedness and the Curse of Canaan: A Case of Incest?" VT 21 [1971] : 232-37). Isaac M. Kikawada and Arthur Quinn endorse the theory in passing, adding some new ideas (Before Abraham Was: The Unity of Genesis 1-11 [Nashville: Abingdon, 1985 ], 101-3). For proponents of the theory of paternal incest, see nn. 12-13 below. 4 A brief word on methodology. We find ourselves most closely aligned with the narrative analysis of Robert Alter, who discerned that literary intentionality often lies behind apparent inconcinnities in the narrative of Genesis (The Art of Biblical Narrative [New York: Basic Books, 1981] ). We are also instructed by Michael Fishbane's demonstration of the exegetical value of attentiveness to the complex and, at times, reciprocal interrelationships among biblical texts (Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel [New York: Oxford University Press, 1984] ). Guided by the work of these scholars and other exegetes, we make a heuristic "inference to the best explanation." We wish to show that the theory of maternal incest best explains the otherwise anomalous features of both the text and its relationship to its context. uity and in modernity. 5 The strength of this position is its conservatism: it refuses to see anything in the text that is not explicit. Yet, in a sense, voyeurism is a nonexplanation, since it fails to elucidate either the gravity of Ham's offense or the reason for the curse of Canaan. It also requires the interpreter to assume the existence of a taboo against the accidental sight of a naked parent that is otherwise unattested in biblical or ancient Near Eastern literature. Donald J. Wold remarks, "Scholars who accept the literal view . . . must defend a custom about which we know nothing." 6 Some proponents of this view are content to accept the awkward features of the narrative of Gen 9:20-27 as inexplicable and/or arbitrary. 7 However, those exegetes who, through the work of Robert Alter, Michael Fishbane, and others, have come to appreciate the literary artistry and subtlety of the biblical authors and the significance of biblical intertextuality are unlikely to find this position satisfactory. 8 There is increasing recognition that the pentateuchal narrative is seldom careless or arbitrary, and intertextual echoes (to be examined below) are seldom coincidental. 9 
Castration
The traditional rabbinic view that Ham castrated Noah arose as an attempt to address the inadequacies of the voyeuristic interpretation. 10 
Paternal Incest
Samuel's alternative view-that Ham sexually abused Noah-is enjoying a surprising contemporary resurgence, gaining the support of a number of scholars who represent divergent theological and methodological approaches but are united by conviction that the literary artist of Genesis conveys something more in Gen 9:20-27 than a simple "voyeurist" reading of the passage reveals. The phrase "to uncover nakedness" (hwr[ hlg), in turn, is the usual expression for sexual intercourse in the Holiness Code:
. . . twr[ twlgl wbrqt al wr`b ra`AlkAla `ya `ya . 21 Usually Noah's disrobing is thought to be merely the result of his drunkenness, yet individuals typically do not disrobe simply because they are drunk. Noah's "uncovering himself" in the tent certainly carries erotic overtones. 22 Steinmetz comments, "Just as 'seeing' nakedness is more than seeing, 'uncovering' is more than uncovering." 23 When Gen 9:20-27 is understood as a case of parent-child incest, literary links with other pericopes in Genesis and the rest of the Pentateuch suddenly become apparent. For example, several narrative critics have suggested that Gen 9:20-27 is chiastically linked to Gen 6:1-4, the story of the intercourse of the "sons of God" with the "daughters of men." 24 One story introduces the
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flood narrative, and the other concludes it; Gen 5:32 continues in Gen 9:28-29, forming an inclusio around the two stories. 25 When Gen 9:22 is understood as paternal incest, it becomes clear that the two stories are united by the theme of illicit sexual intercourse as well.
Likewise, Niditch, Steinmetz, Kunin, and many others see thematic links between Gen 9:20-27 and Gen 19:30-38, the story of Lot's daughters and the procreation of Moab and Ammon. 26 The similarities between the two pericopes are numerous: in the aftermath of a calamitous divine judgment, instigated by the wickedness of men-particularly sexual wickedness (cf. Gen 6:4; 19:5), which destroys the earth or a large part of it-an aged patriarch gets drunk, facilitating intercourse between parent and child, giving rise to one or more of the traditional enemies of Israel (Canaan, Moab, and Ammon). 27 The parallels hardly seem coincidental. Steinmetz points out that "the parallel between the Lot story and the vineyard story supports the implication of a sexual violation of Noah by his son." 28 More than one scholar has noted a relationship between Gen 9:20-27 and Leviticus 18 and 20. 29 Leviticus 18 and 20 are integrally linked in that ch. 20 specifies the penalties for sins described in ch. 18. Both chapters are linked to Gen 9:20-27 by the words and phrases "to uncover" (hlg), "nakedness of the father" (ba twr[), and "to see nakedness" (hwr[ har). Moreover, Leviticus 18 opens with a warning not to imitate the practices of the inhabitants of Canaan or Egypt, the two most prominent descendants of Ham (v. 3, cf. Gen 10:6). 30 Several commentators have seen the introduction to Leviticus 18 (vv. 1-5) as referring to Ham's violation of Noah, arguing either chs. 18 and 20 are a legal reflection on Gen 9:20-27 or that Gen 9:20-27 is an etiological narrative based the account of the illicit activities of the sons of God and the daughters of men ('dm) which precipitated the flood. . . . Thus the Ham incident provides a fitting conclusion to the [Flood Narrative] with its resounding echoes of both ch. 3 and the opening pericope of 6.1-4" ("Paradise Lost," 15-16). 25 Phillips regards Ham's sin in Gen 9:20-27 as paternal incest and argues that Deut 23:1b should be understood literally, as referring to sexual relations with one's father. 33 In addition to clarifying the links between Gen 9:20-27 and other related pentateuchal texts, proponents of the paternal-incest theory point out that their view offers a possible motivation for Ham's deed. By humiliating his father, Ham hoped to usurp his father's authority and displace his older brothers in the 1-15, 201) . See also Carmichael, Law, 14-44, and Cassuto, Commentary on the Book of Genesis, 149-50. 32 Phillips, "Uncovering the Father's Skirt," 250. 33 Ibid., 245-50. Phillips's main argument is that if "uncovering the skirt" means the same as "take to wife," then Deut 23:1a and 23:1b are tautologous. However, "uncovering the skirt" is not exactly the same as "taking to wife"; the former refers to sexual relations, the latter to marriage. familial hierarchy. 34 Nissinen notes that the story "does not speak of Ham's homosexual orientation but his hunger for power." 35 This explains why Ham promptly informed his brothers of what he had done (Gen 9:22b).
An obvious objection to the paternal-incest view is that the brothers' action in v. 23 indicates that Noah's nakedness was literal; thus Ham's "seeing" in v. 22 should be taken literally (as voyeurism) rather than idiomatically (as intercourse). But the objection is not conclusive. Gagnon comments on the significance of v. 23:
The brothers' actions in "covering their father's nakedness" and taking great pains not to look at their father is compatible with an interpretation of "seeing another's nakedness" as sexual intercourse. The brothers' actions play on the broader meaning of the phrase. Not only did the brothers not "see their father's nakedness" in the sense of having intercourse with him, but also they did not even dare to "see their father's nakedness" in a literal sense. Where Ham's act was exceedingly evil, their gesture was exceedingly pious and noble. 36 Likewise, Steinmetz, while acknowledging that v. 23 "support[s] the idea that sexual violation has broader implications than whatever physical act may be involved," nonetheless does not feel that Shem and Japheth's action "negates the implication of sexual immorality in this story." 37 To summarize, the interpretation of Ham's deed as paternal incest is supported by the idiomatic meaning of the phrase "to see the nakedness of the father" (ba twr[ har) and erotic undertones of the text. It has the heuristic value of clarifying and illuminating intertextual relationships between Gen 9:20-27 and Gen 6:1-4; 19:30-38; Lev 18; 20; and Deut 23:1. It also provides a possible explanation for Ham's motivation. However, it does not address the rationale for the cursing of Canaan. 38 The arguments scholars have marshaled in favor of the paternal-incest theory are substantive. The erotic imagery of the text, the idiomatic meaning of "to see nakedness," the parallels with other pentateuchal texts, and the nature of Ham's deed as a familial-political power play all seem to support the supposition that Ham committed an incestuous act. To maintain in the face of this evidence that Ham merely looked at Noah is to turn a deaf ear to the literary nuances of the narrative. In what follows, however, it will be demonstrated that in almost every instance, these arguments for paternal incest are better suited to argue for maternal incest.
II. The Maternal-Incest View
We begin with the idiomatic meaning of the phrase ba twr[ har, "to see the father's nakedness" (v. 22). Proponents of the theory of paternal incest are correct to equate hwr[ har with hwr[ hlg, "to uncover nakedness" via Lev 20:17, understanding both as euphemisms for sexual intercourse. However, one may take this valid insight one step further by recognizing that in all the relevant texts, hwr[ har/hlg is associated with heterosexual activity, and "the nakedness of the father" (ba twr[) actually refers to the mother's nakedness. 39 For example, in Lev 18:7-8, the "nakedness of your father" is defined as "the nakedness of your mother":
t Therefore, the phrase wba twr[ har in Gen 9:22 is a euphemism for sexual intercourse indeed, but heterosexual rather than homosexual intercourse. If we take full account of the nuance of the biblical idiom, the statement that Ham "saw his father's nakedness" implies relations with Noah's wife, presumably Ham's mother. This is supported by the fact that the imagery of the vineyard (!rk) and wine (@yy) is associated only with heterosexual intercourse in the Bible, whether in the story of Lot and his daughters (Gen 19:30-38), the David-Uriah-Bathsheba affair (2 Sam 11), or the Song of Songs (Songs 1:2, 4; 2:4; 4:10; 5:1; 7:9; 8:2). For example, the Song writer sings of male-female relations when he (or she) exclaims, "your kisses [are] like the best wine" (7:9) and "let us go out early to the vineyards. . . . There I will give you my love" (7:13).
It is salutary to recall that in Gen 9:1-17, the pericope immediately preceding the narrative under discussion, Noah and his sons are twice given the command to "be fruitful and multiply" (9:1, 7). 40 Genesis 9:19 ("from these the whole earth was peopled") suggests that the sons fulfilled this command, and 9:18, 22 stress Ham's role as progenitor of Canaan. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to interpret Noah's and Ham's actions in 9:20-22 in the context of procreative activity, however imperfect or distorted. Noah drank and disrobed in an effort to procreate; Ham intervened and succeeded.
Specifically, if Ham's deed is understood as maternal incest, it becomes possible to explain Canaan's origin as the fruit of that union. This insight suddenly illuminates two aspects of the text left unanswered by paternal-incest theorists: why Canaan is cursed, and why Ham is repeatedly identified as "the father of Canaan." Canaan is cursed because his origin was a vile, taboo act on the part of his father. Ham is repeatedly, and apparently superfluously, identified as "the father of Canaan" (vv. 18 and 20) because the narrator wishes to signal the reader that this narrative explains how Ham became "the father of Canaan." Van Wolde remarks:
The text opens . . . 'Ham was the father of Canaan' (9.18). It is striking that Ham is named father at the precise moment when he is introduced as a son. Later, at the transgression of Ham, exactly the same thing happens: "Ham, the father of Canaan, saw the nakedness of his father' (9.22). It sounds rather stupid. . . . Evidently the text wants to put all the emphasis on the fatherhood of Ham or, rather, on the fact that he is the father of Canaan. 41 The repetition is not stupid, however, if the pericope is explaining how Ham fathered Canaan.
Once Ham's offense is understood as heterosexual and procreative (of Canaan), the links that paternal-incest theorists recognize between Gen 9:20-27 and Gen 6:1-4; 19:30-38; Lev 18 and 20; Deut 23:1; and 27:20 are clarified and strengthened. All these other passages concern heterosexual intercourse.
As mentioned above, scholars correctly (in our opinion) note an antiHamitic, anti-Canaanite polemic in the Holiness and Deuteronomic laws forbidding incest (Lev 18; Deut 23:1; 27:20), but the categories of incest listed are all heterosexual. 42 Significantly, the first category of incest that Leviticus 18 associates with the Hamitic nations Canaan and Egypt is with the father's wife (Lev 18:6, 7), which is also the subject of Deut 23:1 and 27:20. 43 A strong etiological link between these laws and Gen 9:20-27 may be present if Ham's sin was maternal incest.
Furthermore, it is somewhat awkward to explain, on the theory of paternal incest, why the apparently related passages Gen 6:1-4 and Gen 19:30-38 concern the production of wicked offspring through illicit sexual union, but Gen 9:20-27 produces no offspring. Kunin concludes that "Canaan is symbolically the barren fruit of this relationship" between Ham and his father, 44 while Niditch, recognizing that Gen 9:20-27 does not fit the pattern of procreative sexuality, is puzzled at how "a homosexually incestuous symbolic action in some way further[s] the creation and ordering process" that she sees operative in these narratives. 45 The awkwardness is removed under the theory of maternal incest. All three pericopes (Gen 6:1-4; 9:20-27; and 19:30-38) concern the production of wicked offspring through illicit sexual union. 46 There is a rationale behind the ascription of the origins of Canaan and Moab/Ammon to different forms of incest (son-mother vs. father-daughter). The origins of the Canaanites, toward whom Israelite traditions often direct the most deep-seated antagonism, 48 are ascribed to a more serious form of incest; while Moab and Ammon, with whom the antagonism was slightly less, are granted an origin in less serious transgression. Intercourse between father and daughter, while certainly transgressive, was less serious in ancient Near Eastern and Israelite society than intercourse between son and (step-)mother. Although both were forbidden (Lev 18:7-8, 17), 49 intercourse between son and (step-) mother openly threatened the patriarchal authority structure of the family or clan. Basset remarks, "A son who has sexual relations with his mother or stepmother commits a rebellious sin against his father, since the possession of a man's wife is seen also as an effort to supplant the man himself." 50 Thus, Nissinen and Gagnon may be correct in viewing Ham's transgressive sexual act as an attempt to usurp Noah's patriarchal authority. However, they identify Ham's act as the violation of Noah himself, and there is no precedent in biblical or ancient Near Eastern documents for paternal rape as a means of usurping a father's position. 51 ) and that attitude is reflected, we propose, in the texts under discussion. 49 Leviticus 18:7-8 prohibits maternal or step-maternal incest; 18:17 forbids intercourse with any daughter of a woman with whom one has had sexual relations. Since a man's daughter would always also be the daughter of a woman with whom he has had relations, Lev 18:17 would seem necessarily to prohibit all forms of father-daughter incest. 50 Bassett, "Noah's Nakedness," 236. 51 Gagnon cites the Egyptian myth of Horus and Seth (in which Seth violates Horus) and a certain Mesopotamian omen text as evidence, but both explicitly concern intercourse between peers or brothers, not between father and son (Homosexual Practice, 47, 52, 66-67). 52 See Jon D. Levenson and Baruch Halpern, "The Political Import of David's Marriages," JBL 99 (1980): 507-18, here 508: "That through the carnal knowledge of a suzerain's harem a man could lay claim to suzerainty himself was a custom apparently well-founded in Israel (2 Sam 3:6-10; 16:20-23; 1 Kgs 2:13-25)."
As for ancient Near Eastern literature, there is the myth of Baal-Hadad, who castrates El and takes El's wife Asherah as his own in an effort to acquire his father's royal authority, 53 and a similar Sumerian creation account in which the wind god Enlil-the son of the sky god An and the earth goddess Ki-separates his parents from each other and absconds with his mother, eventually replacing An as chief of the Sumerian pantheon. 54 An obvious Greek parallel for the usurpation of the father's position through (among other things) the possession of the mother is the myth of Oedipus.
Placing Ham's maternal incest into the larger framework of the ancient Near Eastern concept of supplanting a man (or more exactly, a father) by sleeping with his wives validates Nissinen and Gagnon's instinct that Ham's act was not primarily one of lust or capricious malevolence but a familio-political power play, an attempt to acquire his father's authority and circumvent the rights of his older brothers, whom he immediately informs of what he has done (v. 23a).
So far we have seen that the maternal-incest view, in comparison with the paternal-incest theory, takes better account of the nuance of the Hebrew idiom ba twr[ har/hlg, recognizes the heterosexual eroticism of certain terms in the text, offers a rationale for the cursing of Canaan, clarifies and strengthens the thematic links between Gen 9:20-27 and other obviously related pentateuchal passages, and provides a better account of Ham's motivation and modus operandi, supported by biblical and ancient Near Eastern analogues.
It remains to be explained how exactly the story should be read if Ham's crime was maternal incest. Perhaps as follows: Noah becomes drunk and disrobes in "her tent" (hlha) 55 in preparation for intercourse but is incapacitated by his drunkenness (v. 21). Ham enters and "sees his father's nakedness," that is, engages in relations with his father's wife (v. 22a). He exits and informs his brothers of his grasp at familial power (v. 22b), perhaps producing an article of clothing as proof of his claim. The brothers, in turn, act with excessive filial defJournal of Biblical Literature 38 erence and piety in returning "the garment" (hlm`h) 56 to their humiliated father, avoiding not only the figurative "seeing of the father's nakedness" (i.e., maternal incest) but the literal as well. In the aftermath of the event, Noah curses the product of Ham's illicit union, namely, Canaan, and blesses Shem and Japheth for their piety.
The same objection may be raised against this reading that was raised against the paternal-incest theory, namely, the brothers' action in v. 23 indicates that Noah's nakedness should be considered literally and not idiomatically in v. 22. The arguments presented above of Gagnon, Steinmetz, and others dealt adequately with this difficulty and are equally applicable to the maternal-incest theory. The brothers' action plays on the broader sense of the phrase "to see nakedness." Not only do they not "see their father's nakedness" in the sense of having intercourse with his wife; they also refrain from seeing his literal nakedness, and by covering him with a garment, restore to him a measure of the dignity damaged by Ham's attempted usurpation.
The objection has also been raised that vv. 24-25 imply that Noah pronounced the curse on Canaan immediately, before the nine months necessary for him to be born according to the maternal-incest theory. But the narrator may have simply compressed the chronology at this point, as he does elsewhere. After all, Gen 5:32 ("After Noah was five hundred years old, Noah became the father of Shem, Ham, and Japheth") should not be taken to mean that Noah's wife bore triplets shortly after his five-hundredth birthday.
Nonetheless, it does seem as though, if the maternal-incest theory is correct, the text has been elided or compressed. The ancient audience may have known the full details of the traditional story and so would not have required a more explicit account, or the account may have been edited with a euphemistic Tendenz out of deference for the reputation of the patriarch and matriarch. In any event, given the complexities of the transmission of these traditions in antiquity, it is not difficult to imagine that narrative elision or compression has taken place.
III. Conclusion
In the review of the various interpretive options for Gen 9:20-27 above, it has been seen that the voyeurist position, which understands Ham's deed as nothing more than looking, fails to explain the gravity of Ham's sin or the cursBergsma and Hahn: Noah's Nakedness 39
